Summary of Meeting with Building Principal

Issue #1:

- If an agreed upon resolution was reached, provide details of that agreement:

- If an agreed upon resolution was not reached, then the issue will be forward to the “Central” EDC for review. The following information will be given to the “Central” EDC.
  - Building EDC Proposed Resolution:

  - Building Principal Proposed Resolution (if in agreement with Building EDC Proposed Resolution but feels the resolution is beyond his/her control then so state):

Issue #2:

- If an agreed upon resolution was reached, provide details of that agreement:

- If an agreed upon resolution was not reached, then the issue will be forward to the “Central” EDC for review. The following information will be given to the “Central” EDC.
  - Building EDC Proposed Resolution:

  - Building Principal Proposed Resolution (if in agreement with Building EDC Proposed Resolution but feels the resolution is beyond his/her control then so state):
Issue #3:

- If an agreed upon resolution was reached, provide details of that agreement:

- If an agreed upon resolution was not reached, then the issue will be forward to the “Central” EDC for review. The following information will be given to the “Central” EDC.
  - Building EDC Proposed Resolution:

  - Building Principal Proposed Resolution (if in agreement with Building EDC Proposed Resolution but feels the resolution is beyond his/her control then so state):

Issue #4:

- If an agreed upon resolution was reached, provide details of that agreement:

- If an agreed upon resolution was not reached, then the issue will be forward to the “Central” EDC for review. The following information will be given to the “Central” EDC.
  - Building EDC Proposed Resolution:

  - Building Principal Proposed Resolution (if in agreement with Building EDC Proposed Resolution but feels the resolution is beyond his/her control then so state):
Issue #5:

- If an agreed upon resolution was reached, provide details of that agreement:

- If an agreed upon resolution was not reached, then the issue will be forward to the “Central” EDC for review. The following information will be given to the “Central” EDC.
  - Building EDC Proposed Resolution:

  - Building Principal Proposed Resolution (if in agreement with Building EDC Proposed Resolution but feels the resolution is beyond his/her control then so state):

Issue #6:

- If an agreed upon resolution was reached, provide details of that agreement:

- If an agreed upon resolution was not reached, then the issue will be forward to the “Central” EDC for review. The following information will be given to the “Central” EDC.
  - Building EDC Proposed Resolution:

  - Building Principal Proposed Resolution (if in agreement with Building EDC Proposed Resolution but feels the resolution is beyond his/her control then so state):
Issue #7:

- If an agreed upon resolution was reached, provide details of that agreement:

- If an agreed upon resolution was not reached, then the issue will be forward to the “Central” EDC for review. The following information will be given to the “Central” EDC.
  - Building EDC Proposed Resolution:

    - Building Principal Proposed Resolution (if in agreement with Building EDC Proposed Resolution but feels the resolution is beyond his/her control then so state):

Issue #8:

- If an agreed upon resolution was reached, provide details of that agreement:

- If an agreed upon resolution was not reached, then the issue will be forward to the “Central” EDC for review. The following information will be given to the “Central” EDC.
  - Building EDC Proposed Resolution:

    - Building Principal Proposed Resolution (if in agreement with Building EDC Proposed Resolution but feels the resolution is beyond his/her control then so state):